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By Richard Frost

Marick Press. Paperback. Condition: New. 100 pages. Dimensions: 9.0in. x 6.0in. x 0.2in.Richard
Frost makes it easy for us to enter his poems, but what happens next is typically unexpected,
sometimes demanding, sometimes delightful, but consistently offering his readers the gift of
appreciative surprise. -Billy Collins Richard Frost is the most urbane nature poet I know, as well as
being a formal master and a supremely accomplished weaver of both intimate and familial
narratives. Mephistos Flea Song is Richard Frosts finest work ever, and a genuine cause for
celebration. -David St. John This is a big book--its music is big, its heart is enormous, and its wit
never lets us off the edge of that proverbial chair. Richard Ford is a poet whose native skill and
whose sheer intellectual scope has few rivals--he can start with Goethe and then take us to Tu Fu
and to Goya and to Baudelaire, and at every moment we will find ourselves laughing aloud, then
heart-broken, then simply swept by his music, his wonderful formal skill. Unlike many other
contemporary formalists, who get the music right but forget that their audience is human, Richard
Frost possesses an incredible range of emotion, from wonderful comedy...
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ReviewsReviews

Extensive guide! Its such a excellent read. This can be for anyone who statte that there was not a worth looking at. I am just e ortlessly will get a
satisfaction of looking at a written publication.
-- Melvin Hettinger-- Melvin Hettinger

This book will not be e ortless to start on reading through but very exciting to learn. It is amongst the most remarkable book i have got go through. Once
you begin to read the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Dr. Easton Collier DVM-- Dr. Easton Collier DVM
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